Coronavirus

Best Practices for reassuring your customers and
employees during the closure of your F&B outlets
During this disruptive time, most hoteliers and F&B managers agree on one thing: a not-so “business-as-usual”
future will follow the current changes. We know that as the hospitality industry begins recovering from COVID19, there will be many new challenges ahead. But what can you do with F&B outlets now, to come out of this
crisis stronger and better prepared for these future changes? Together with industry experts, we compiled best
practices for providing reassurance for customers and employees during the closure of your F&B outlets.
Furthermore, we’ll offer you some suggestions on how to build up relationships with your suppliers, and profit
from the current situation.
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1. Customers
a. Delivery Options: Implementing a multi-channel sales strategy for your F&B operations is not
only crucial today but will continue to be relevant in the future. The South Korean food-delivery
platforms Baemin and Yogiyo have reported increased revenues, up by 9% and 11%, respectively, as
of March compared to the previous month. In the same manner, the app Deliveroo is gaining benefits
from the pandemic; in Hong Kong for example orders increased 100% from January to March.
Therefore, is reasonable to suggest that hotel F&B outlets who offer off-premise services now,
whether that is delivery, catering, or pickup, are likely to rebound faster in the aftermath of COVID19. Consumers have always searched for convenient and high-quality options. While a lock-down is
enforced in most countries, many consumers, as well as businesses, are considering delivery options.
However, there are a few key aspects to keep in mind to reassure your customers:
ü Menu planning: is the food you offer now suited for delivery, or will the type of food you
serve arrive soggy and subpar? Take the time that you have now to redesign your menus to
offer “transport-friendly” options. This will make your outlet more competitive, not only
during the crisis but especially afterwards. Research suggests that while many customers will
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celebrate the end of lock-down and return to restaurants, many will be cautious and wait for
some time before returning to regular dining-out routines.
ü Your future customer: Concerning delivery, operators will be judged on the speed of service
and the quality of the final product. Additionally, the consumer will now pay more attention
to the sanitation of such deliveries. You need to ask yourself how you can guarantee that the
boxes and packaging used to deliver your food are 100% sanitized and virus free. Therefore,
if you choose to continue operating on a delivery level, you may need to establish packaging
methods that are different from what you have used in the past. Experts suggest completely
automatized packaging methods, to avoid any risk of contamination by employees. Why not
consider a sanitizing tunnel after the food is packed or double packaging so the consumer can
quickly dispose of the outer layer? These sanitizing opportunities may well become the new
norm and be included in HACCP (Hazard analysis and critical control points) manuals after
the pandemic.
b. Communication is Key! Whether you operate for delivery only or you are closed altogether,
you need to tell customers that you are closed for dining-in for the foreseeable future.
ü Cleaning procedures: If you decide on a delivery strategy, reflect on the question: how do
customers know they can trust the sanitation of your food? Make sure to indicate the measures
taken to ensure the safety of the food you serve.
ü Communication channels: Consider diversifying the communication channels too; for
example, add social media channels instead of only using newsletters to inform your clientele.
The information you provide should refer to trusted sources recognized by the WHO. In terms
of what you communicate: be creative and surprise people. Avoid common messages like
“during these hard COVID-19 times….” Instead, be reassuring and demonstrate positivity.
ü Feedback: Your customers know best what they need to be reassured about what the situation
in your restaurant looks like. So, talk to them and find the best actions to take in order to
improve their experience and life. You can do this through your loyalty program app or a
consumer engagement platform such as life stories on Instagram, WeChat ads, etc.
ü Get Creative: Some restaurants have already started offering virtual cooking classes, familysized menus that can be refrozen at home, or have even established a wine and cheese hotline
so guests can find the best pairings at home. Now it’s your turn: what can you do to make
your offering more creative? Maybe you could even send a delivery of a signature ingredient
associated with your cuisine that will remind your customers of you each time they use it.
ü Reopening: Following the actions above, plan for a memorable reopening. Consider
simplifying your dine-in menu, as some supply may not be available, work on your room
service menu, as some guests may want to avoid the busy restaurants in the beginning. Also,
re-think the buffet at your hotel in terms of hygiene and costs reasons. Finally, invite your
regulars and press to remind everybody you are there alive, kicking, and ready to turn over a
new leaf.

This is the ideal time to build relationships. Use it wisely.
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2. Employees
a. Don’t let them go (if you can): The worst you can do is to let go of your entire team and
start recruiting and training from zero. You would not have just suffered a lack of revenue during the
closure, but you will encounter difficulties from the lack of training and professionalism of your new
team once you reopen. Many hotel and restaurant employers use strict “hours worked” measurements
to determine whether employees maintain full-time status to determine benefits eligibility, such as
vacations. Consider relaxing those standards for this period so that typically classified full-time
employees do not suffer a loss of benefits.
b. Retraining: Instead, consider options to retrain and cross-train your staff. Lead mandatory virtual
classes. Topics may include new sanitation procedures or even courses on wine tastings and time
management. The possibilities are endless and quickly tailored to your needs.
c. Team Building: With the impact of the quarantine, building up your team will be necessary.
Keeping your staff motivated will be very important if you want a fast and steady ramp-up. With other
businesses facing similar challenges, you could, for example, consider generating more meeting rooms
revenues by creating packages with external consultants to offer motivation courses for
companies. Furthermore, you can use platforms, such as Workplace, for weekly meetings to update
the team based on the latest government news and how they affect the business as well as the reopening
plan. Your team reads and watches news to reassure themselves in these uncertain times. Put yourself
in your their shoes and be responsive for any questions they might have.
d. Update! Now is the time to do everything that has been postponed so many times: Look at the
operation manuals, policies, and procedures. Refresh the websites and pump up social media presence.
Take new pictures and revive the menu design. For the administrative work, consider renewing your
templates. Most importantly - communicate those changes to both staff and customers to show them
you are proactively reacting to this situation.
3. Suppliers
a. Find the right partner: Now is an excellent opportunity to establish relationships with the
suppliers. Make sure to be informed about what they are doing during these challenging times. You
may even consider building new partnerships to avoid being slowed down at the recovery stage. Some
suppliers, like “Avantcha Tea,” are reacting more proactively than others by sending samples and
offering virtual courses to your employees.
b. Go Local: With many borders closed, now is the time to consider switching to local suppliers. Pay
attention to new trends that are emerging from the current situation. Namely, that people increasingly
pay attention to the locality of the food they eat at restaurants. Be sure to remember this and adapt
your supply chain accordingly.
It is out of the question that even though COVID-19 is still in full swing, the industry will bounce back
eventually. What we are returning to, however, will be a drastically different environment for your customers
and employees. Those who are proactively taking action today, while keeping these changes in mind will be
able to go through the ramp-up quicker and more successfully.
A special thank you to Daniel During, Owner, Thomas Klein Intl., for his expertise on the subject.
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Stay tuned for our upcoming article on changes in consumer behaviour
in the hospitality industry

Written by
Larina Maira Laube, Vani van Nielen, Eliana Levine, Mingze Li, Zhaoyu Zhu and Paloma Guerra.
Ecole Hôtelière de Lausanne Students and Alumna
Global Asset Solutions, your key partner in hotel asset management, has partnered with a team of five students
and one alumna from Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne, recognized by industry leaders as the best hospitality school
in the world. Together, we are working on compiling the best practices to help hotel owners and operators
navigate through the COVID-19 crisis. By combining diligent research, expert opinions, and our own
experiences, we will be publishing the best practices on the most current topics facing our industry. Team APAC
is composed of Paloma Guerra, Mingze Li, and Zhaoyu Zhu, while Eliana Levine, Larina Maira Laube, and
Vani van Nielen make up our Team EU & US and Remy Rein (EHL Lecturer).
Co-Published with Alex Sogno (CEO - Senior Hotel Asset Manager at Global Asset Solutions). Mr. Sogno
began his career in New York City after graduating with honors at Ecole Hôtelière de Lausanne, Switzerland.
He joined HVS International New York, and he established a new venture at the Cushman & Wakefield
headquarters in Manhattan. In 2005, Mr. Sogno began working for Kingdom Hotel Investments (KHI), founded
by HRH Prince Al-Walid bin Talal bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud member of the Saudi Royal family, and asset
managed various hotels including Four Seasons, Fairmont, Raffles, Mövenpick, and Swissôtel. He also
participated to the Initial Public Offering (IPO) of KHI at the London Stock Exchange as well as the Dubai
International Financial Exchange. Mr. Sogno is also the co-writer of the ‘Hotel Asset Management' textbook
second edition published by the Hospitality Asset Managers Association (HAMA), the American Hotel &
Lodging Education Institute, and the University of Denver. He is the Founder of the Hospitality Asset Managers
Association Asia Pacific (HAMA AP) and Middle East Africa (HAMA MEA).
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